
CAST Meeting Notes March 2, 2022 

 
In attendance: John Reid, Molly Smith, Carolyn Hooper Goetinck, Ashton, 
Jesse Pollard, Laura Simon, Lee Michaelides; Dana Clawson, staff; Guest: Tom 
Kahl, John Bouton.  

 
Tom Kahl and John Bouton from the Hartford Conservation Commission explained the history 
and science behind the harvest plan for the Hartford town forest. (The Powerpoint and an 
excerpt related to climate change from the management plan have been attached to this 
email.) 

Tom made the following points. 
*Climate change is an existential threat that need to be addressed. 
*The town forest is in the least developed part of Hartford. It is part of a larger priority habitat 
block of 5,200 acres. 
*Carbon management was added as an objective to the Forest Management Plan in 2020. 
(Pages 15-18 of the plan are included in this document.) 
*A goal of the plan is to increase site-appropriate diversity that would be beneficial to wildlife, 
carbon sequestration and storage and resilience to disease because of climate change. 
*There are 100 acres of the 465 acres in the town forest will never be logged. 
*Harvesting will take place in winter so as not to disturb the soil. Trees will be cut to length. 
Slash will be left on the forest floor. 
*The idea behind ecological forestry is to speed up the development of an old growth forest. 
The position of the Conservation Commission is that locally sourced wood used in wood 
products store carbon and reduce initial carbon atmospheric release. 

 

John Bouton recapped that the long term plan is to create a forest with uneven aged trees. 
The current forest is even aged. It started growing on abandoned farms at the turn of the 20th 
century. The important part of the plan is the description of the plan’s goals that can be 
telegraphed to people 100 years from now who will manage the forest. 

 
Meeting Schedule: The Selectboard asked if we have enough bandwidth to do all we’ve be 
charged with. CAST will draft the roadmap of a climate plan. An open question—- who will 
actually implement the plan? There are also ramifications for the forthcoming budget. John 
said we need to identify the specific steps we need to complete between now and May. Will a 
monthly meeting give us the time we need to complete tasks? Molly spoke in favor a bi- 
monthly meetings. Dana will send out a poll for the best days to meet. The Selectboard is 
looking at us to compile a list of concrete priorities and network with people who can carry 
them out. John said he didn’t sign on to this committee to do the actual implementation. 

 

Idea was floated to draft language to the Selectboard asking them to include language to the 
mission statements of all standing committees and commissions asking that they consider how 
their work can advance work on the climate action plan if that language isn’t already in those 
mission statements. Some members had to leave the meeting early. Those that remained 
thought it was a good idea. This can be something we add to the report we’ll be making in May 
to the Selectboard. 
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Town Forest Location



Part of a Larger Forest 
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(Cons. Comm.)

HFWR: 142 Acres
(Rec. Dept.)

Total: 565 Acres
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Wildlife 
Connector 
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Background

• Up to the 1980’s heavier even-aged management harvests 
throughout HTF.

• A Forest Management Plan was first developed in 1984.

• The Conservation Commission has managed the Town Forest 
since 1997 and changed the HTF forest management to 
uneven-aged ecological based forest management.

• The latest timber harvests were selective timber harvests in the 
winters of 2005 and 2008.   

• The latest Forest Management Plan was updated and approved 
in 2020.  Carbon Management new Objective added (pp.15-18)



January 2019 HTF Public Value Survey



• Natural Resources and Habitat

• Recreation

• Education and Demonstration Projects

• Timber and Forest Products

Wilderness Park

Management Balance in the Town Forest



Forest Management Goals

● Increase Site-appropriate Diversity: Tree Species, Forest 

Structure (patchiness), Vertical Structure, Age & Size
○ Wildlife: Maintain Diverse Habitat Features

○ Carbon: Sequestration and Storage

○ Climate Change & Disease: Resilience

● Education: Demonstrate Sustainable Forestry and Locally-

grown and Processed Forest Products (Landowners, HACTC, 

Cover ramps)

● Income: to Hartford Conservation Fund for Maintaining Town 

Forests, Natural Areas and Conserving Parcels with Important 

Natural Resource Attributes





Timber Harvest Area



Provisions to Limit Harvest Impact (1/2)

• Occur in winter (late Dec-early March) 
• To reduce forest disturbance  

• Time of least HTF public use.

• Logging hours restricted to 7 am to 5:30 pm Monday-Sat.

• Public access to unharvested portions of Town Forest.

• Will temporarily impact 8 of 46 HTF trails and 50 of 423 
acres.  Most trails will not be affected by harvest.

• Cut to Length Logging Method specified. 
• No noisy landing chipping.

• Logs carried not dragged out of forest to limit forest disturbance.



Provisions to Limit Harvest Impact (2/2)
• Forester determines where trails are used/crossed.  Trail 

damage repaired at logger’s expense.

• After work is complete all landings will be left in smooth neat 
condition and with skid roads barricaded to prevent 
unauthorized post logging use.

• After logging is complete affected trails will need some 
manual work such as removal of small branches and raking.  
Conservation Commission, HACTC, and volunteers will be 
used.  Goal is to restore all trails in two to three months by 
later May.



Ecological Forestry – Reserve Areas 



Ecological Forestry – Harvesting Method

• Harvesting in winter on frozen ground

• Cut To Length – Slash left at cut tree, not chipped and burned.

• Logs carried by Forwarder not dragged by skidder.

• Accelerate development of most old age forest characteristics by 
100-200 years compared to unmanaged approach.



Ecological Forestry – Carbon Storage and Substitution (1/2)

• Locally Sourced Wood Used for Long Term Products Store and Reduce 
Initial Carbon Atmospheric Release



Ecological Forestry – Carbon Storage and Substitution (2/2)

• Locally Sourced Wood Used for Long Term Products Store and Reduce 
Initial Carbon Atmospheric Release



Ecological Forestry – Best Practices

FOREST CARBON An essential natural solution for climate change” by UMass Amherst, Paul Catanzaro and University 

of Vermont, Anthony D’Amato, 2019. This can be downloaded at 

https://www.uvm.edu/rsenr/tonydamato/pubpdfs/Catanzaro%20and%20D%27Amato%202019%20Forest%20Carbon

.pdf

“Healthy Forests for Our Future: A Management Guide to Increase Carbon Storage in Northeast Forests”, by The 

Nature Conservancy and Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science, 2021. Note that practices 9 and 10 are what is 

incorporated into the HTF Management Plan. This can be downloaded at Healthy Forests for our future: a 

management guide to increase carbon storage in Northeast forests (fs.fed.us)

https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2021/nrs_2021_marx_001.pdf.

https://www.uvm.edu/rsenr/tonydamato/pubpdfs/Catanzaro%20and%20D%27Amato%202019%20Forest%20Carbon.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2021/nrs_2021_marx_001.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2021/nrs_2021_marx_001.pdf


Ecological Forestry – Best Practices

Much information on forest carbon that explains the 

approach in the HTF Management Plan is available from 

the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and 

Recreation, website including a useful one page 

summary. https://fpr.vermont.gov/sites/fpr/files/Forest_a

nd_Forestry/Climate_Change/Files/TreesCarbonClimateC

hange_1pgr_Aug2021.pdf -

https://fpr.vermont.gov/sites/fpr/files/Forest_and_Forestry/Climate_Change/Files/TreesCarbonClimateChange_1pgr_Aug2021.pdf
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excellent condition and will continue to mature and develop into late successional
conditions. Early successional habitat is lacking and the property does not have a
diversity of food or cover resources available for species that prefer or depend on
conditions found from early successional hardwoods. Recreational use of the property
is likely reducing the use of available habitat as wildlife will avoid humans in all forms
of recreation. Off trail excursion and recreation around wetlands are most
detrimental. Recommendations for habitat management include:

careful designation for target habitat improvements
' ' the creation of early successional habitat in patches >1 acre and at a minimum

5.5 acres in perpetual early successional growth.

The immediate implementation of recreational recommendations found within
including but not limited to:

o Trail closures around Lower Reservoir and modifications at Wright
Reservoir to prohibit trails encircling the wetland

o Discuss the temporal closing of trails in target habitat areas from March
1st-June 15th

— Incorporation of recommendations into forest management plan and during every
harvest including

O the designation of No-harvest management areas
O Red oak regeneration methods
O No foliar chemical application, if any

Invasiv e Plant Management

Prescribed forest management will be mindful of the risks of invasive plants. Following logging
activities, areas treated will be monitored for new infestations of invasive plants. Any plants
found will be dealt with promptly. In areas where established plants are present prior to harvest,
invasive plant control must be part of any silvicultural treatment. In areas where herbicide
treatment is necessary to achieve control a Vermont-licensed pesticide applicator must apply the
herbicide

Water Quality
There are many water resources on the property. These include
wetlands, streams, vernal pools, seeps and the drained reservoirs.
All the water resources on the property will be protected during
logging activities. This will be done through logging in only-
frozen conditions, buffering water resources and following
Vermont AMP's. The current Vermont Water Quality Acceptable
Management Practices Manual for Logging Professionals
(AMP'S) will be followed. All logging roads and trails used
during logging operations will be closed out to the standard of the
AMP manual.
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